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Inventory

For Part 3: Contemporary (primary accounts)

Folder 1  1783--Journal of navigator Potap Zaikov, on ship "St. Alexander Nevskii"
Folder 2  1787- instructions, Colonel G.K. Ugrenin, to Company Personnel and to Inhabitants of the Aleutian Islands
Folder 3  1789-90--Five reports from 1789-90 concerning treatment of Aleuts (transl.. by Antoinette Shalkop)
Folder 4  ca. 1795 or later--Description of the Island of Kad'iaak, by the Archimandrite Ioasaf, head of the Religious Mission to Northwest America
Not Found  1845--Instructions to the Manager of the Kad'iaak Office, from Chief Manager Etholen.
Not Found  ca. 1845--Regulations issued by Chief Manager Etholen for toions in Aleut communes in the Kad'iaak district.

Russian America

For Part 4: Secondary accounts

G600.L4 ~?  M. B. Chernenko, "The journey of cossack sotnik Ivan Kobelev through the land of the Chukchi and his voyage to Alaska in the years 1779 and 1789-1791," from Letopis' Severa, Moscow, 1957, pp. 89-106 pp. 1-41

Folder 5  K. K. . Gil' zen, "II'ia Gavrilovich Voznesenskii (1816-1871)," from Sbornik Muzeia Antropologii i Etnografii..., v. 3, Petrograd, 1916, pp. 1-20


I suggest that with the latter 3 articles, on Yoznesenskii, that you place a xerox of the translation of the article on him by Blomkvist, which appeared in the OREGON HISTORICAL QUARTERLY several years ago, and of the article which I had in the AK. JOURNAL, Winter 1975, v. 5:1, or a notation about them, as the five complement each other.